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THENUCLEUSOF A POiNTDETE~~INiNCGrPAPH 
2. The nuclerss of a gra 
f. We may form H, from &% by adjoining a single endpoint to all but 
one element of each maximaf n-set of% 
Proof, Suppo.se we have chosen the point determining raph G, so that 
IU =_ G$ is as small as possible. Suppose Gy # N. Then Let s E H - Cp 
and form the graph G2 by adjoining the two new vertices a and b with 
a and b adjacent o each ather and to the elements of G, in ~‘1. Then it 
is straightforward -to check that Gi C_ PI C- G2 and G$ = Cy u {x) SO 
that rH --- CT 1 4C iH - Gy 1. But this is impossible. 
As a consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and L.2, WC obtain immediately 
the tbilowing: 
We showed in f 63 + however, that the graph K,, 6 K, (12 3 11, is not 
the nucfeus of any connected, point determining raph. It is our inten- 
tion in the next section to characterize those graphs that can be the 
nucleus of a connected point determining raph. 
. if/l is contxctcd, then the lemma follows from ‘r‘hcorem 2.3. 
Suppose then i!l:!i Ii consists of the nontrivial components C’:, , c’, , ._. , Cn, 
wht:rc II 2 I. Wo form the graph G, as follows. For each i = 0. 1, ..,, G, 
let xj E Ci. Acijoin the new points lJy=, (a&, where for eacZ1 i = I, 2, . . . . II, 
‘i 
tk point Qj is adjacent o all of the points in ~0 u {a,) and ai is adjacent 
to the points in xi u {bi) (see Fig. I). If the graph thus far obtain& is 
not point cEcterrMing, then any n-set S is contained in some Ct. Hence 
by :~cijsining an endpoint o all but one paint (where this point is s, if . 
xi E S) of ech such maximal z-set, we obtain a connected point deter- 
. 
mining graph C, w1 th G, - o c ll C If, Thus by Lemma 2.2, there exists 
a connecteiJ, point determining railh G with GO = Ii. 
Protsf. For N = 3. let ?‘n be tht: path on five points. For PZ > 3. 11 odd, let. 
T, consist of t.ho path on H+ 2 piDints tli ~2 . . . v,+Z together with a:~ end- 
point attached to each element elf (Us: 3 < i $ II, i odd}. For 13 > 3, H 
even, let I;, I-ansist of the 1Jath on H + 2 points u1 u2 . . . u,,+? together 
with endpoints ;tttxIwd at ~9~ of the elements of (q: 3 d i G i~z . 1, 
i odd 1. 
Fig. 1. 
93 
The remaining ha.lf of the proof of Theorem 3.5 is an immediate con- 
sequence 01’ the two corollaries of the nest theorem. 
a 
P 
b. 
’ (al 
I 
(b) 
Our final result requires a little additional argument. The next lemma 
was proven in [ 3 1. 
Proof. Suppose the r~suit is false. and let G bc a graph satisfying the 
tariditions of the corollary :ind for which A = Go [zl , z2 > is point 
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